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CHAPTER 7

EARTHWORK COMPUTATIONS

Earthwork computations are based on the design cross sections generated in the design
process and cut and fill end areas computed and stored by that process.  Additional required and
optional data is needed for the earthwork computations.  This data is discussed below under
Earthwork Parameters.  When subsurface data is provided, end areas for each material in cut are
computed and used as a basis for volumes.  A compaction factor can be specified for each material,
and volumes and mass ordinates will be computed accordingly.

EARTHWORK PARAMETERS

The earthwork parameters, such as compaction factors, added quantities, and forced balance
stations, are used in computing the earthwork quantities for the designed roadways.  These
parameters are entered along with the other design data.

These parameters are necessary in the compilation of earthwork volumes, mass ordinates
and haul computations.  Although these data are not strictly design data, they are entered and stored
along with design data because the designer may then want to modify volume computation
parameters and make new alternate volume computations.  New volume parameter data may be
entered at any time.

The design process, which creates design cross sections, as discussed in the previous
Chapter, computes cut and fill end areas for each roadway at each original terrain cross section,
as illustrated here.
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These end areas are maintained in the cross section file for the appropriate baseline until
the design is changed.  They are available for volume computations using any combination of
design roadways associated with the baseline.  The volume computations are made by roadway
between each terrain cross section and quantities thus computed are accumulated by roadway. 
This process provides considerable versatility in analyzing quantities.

Compaction Factors

A compaction factor is a characteristic assigned to a specific earth material which indicates
how, and to what extent, its volume will change when that material, after having been cut from the
original ground, is compacted as fill material.  This characteristic is expressed as the ratio of a given
volume of this material, in its original ground state, divided by the volume that same material
would occupy when compacted as fill.  Compaction factors produce an adjusted fill or cut volume
to be used in computing earthwork volumes and mass ordinates.

The compaction factors are applied when computing volumes.  Volumes are computed
separately for each roadway, and the appropriate compaction factor is selected and applied.  Then
these individual roadway volumes are summed to compute the design cross section volume.

Forced Balance Stations

Forced balance data causes the mass ordinate to be zero at specified stations.  This allows
the designer to force balances on individual roadways at such places as bridges, overpasses or
borrow sources.  If excavated material cannot be hauled across a river because the bridge is not
built, a forced balance point entered at the beginning station of the bridge would give the correct
haul quantities.

Added Quantities

Added cut or fill quantities may be specified at a point or distributed.  This feature provides
the ability to add or subtract cut or fill from the quantities computed from the cross sections.  The
designer can use this feature to compensate for borrow or waste, for stockpiling materials from the
roadway, and other such uses.  Positive or negative cut values are added algebraically to the mass
ordinate.  A compaction factor can be entered for application to added quantities.

The amount of dead haul for an added quantity may be computed by entering the haul
distance.  Free haul is not used in determining dead haul for an added quantity.  Haul computations
are discussed later.
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VOLUME CALCULATIONS AND MASS ORDINATES

Volume calculations are made using the average end area method and distances along each
roadway alignment.  For a particular baseline, volume computations may be done for individual
roadways, combinations of roadways, or the entire design, and may extend through any baseline
station limits.  Each volume calculation request generates volume calculations through the limits
specified by the user by accessing the appropriate baseline cross section file to get the end area per
station (established during the design process) and then determining the volume using the volume
parameters entered with the design data.  A mass ordinate file is created as the volumes are
calculated.  Any design exceptions in the stationing are taken into account in the volume
calculations.  Corrections for horizontal curvature may be applied to the volume computation as
desired.

HAUL CALCULATIONS

Haul calculations are made using the mass ordinates generated by the volume calculations
and the free haul distance.  The designer may request a printer or digital haul plot which are
illustrated in Figures 7-1 and 7-2.

The amount of dead haul for an added quantity are computed by using the haul distance
entered for the quantity.  The dead haul is computed as shown here.

Single Station

HAUL = Added Quantity x Haul Distance x Shrink/Swell Factor

Range of Stations

HAUL = Added Quantity x Haul Distance x Shrink/Swell Factor x Station Range

WHERE Station Range = To Station - From Station (taking station equations
into account)

The amount of dead haul for added quantities will be indicated on the haul plots and be
included in haul quantities for each balance.
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     STATION   MASS ORDINATE                                   BALANCE LINE

   277+00.00           0                                             +
   278+00.00      -15619                                            *1
   279+00.00      -34638                                          *  1
   280+00.00      -57238                                         *   1
   281+00.00      -80376                                       *     1
   282+00.00     -102961                                     *       1
   283+00.00     -124841                                    *        1
   284+00.00     -148331                                  *          1
   285+00.00     -177618                                *            1
   286+00.00     -209788                              *              1
   287+00.00     -240263                           *                 1
   288+00.00     -269032                         *                   1
   289+00.00     -296955                       *                     1
   290+00.00     -325185                     *                       1
   291+00.00     -355694                   *                         1
   292+00.00     -387370                 *                           1
   293+00.00     -416347               *                             1
   294+00.00     -441821             *                               1
   295+00.00     -462220           *                                 1
   296+00.00     -478036          *                                  1
   297+00.00     -490576         *                                   1
   298+00.00     -505275        *                                    1
   299+00.00     -520525       *                                     1
   300+00.00     -532410      *                                      1
   301+00.00     -541542      *                                      1
   302+00.00     -545500      *                                      1                                       740034. YARD-QUARTERS
   303+00.00     -543277      *                                      1
   304+00.00     -533089      *                                      1
   305+00.00     -517656       *                                     1
   306+00.00     -502893        *                                    1
   307+00.00     -489881         *                                   1
   308+00.00     -471443           *                                 1
   309+00.00     -442440             *                               1
   310+00.00     -395101                *                            1
   311+00.00     -327484                     *                       1
   312+00.00     -249897                           *                 1
   313+00.00     -165148                                 *           1
   314+00.00      -72379                                        *    1
   314+72.45           0                                             +
   315+00.00       27525                                             1 *
   316+00.00      135172                                             1         *
   317+00.00      251834                                             1                 *
   318+00.00      369397                                             1                          *
   319+00.00      469542                                             1                                 *
   320+00.00      534368                                             1                                      *
   321+00.00      567082                                             1                                        *
   322+00.00      588220                                             1                                          *
   323+00.00      610669                                             1                                            *
   324+00.00      634443                                             1                                             *
   325+00.00      651564                                             1                                               *
   326+00.00      656164                                             1                                               *
   327+00.00      647882                                             1                                              *
   328+00.00      633199                                             1                                             *
   329+00.00      621307                                             1                                            *
   330+00.00      618053                                             1                                            *
   331+00.00      625713                                             1                                             *
   332+00.00      644138                                             1                                              *
   333+00.00      671037                                             1                                                *
   334+00.00      698483                                             1                                                  *
   335+00.00      720909                                             1                                                    *
   336+00.00      742829                                             1                                                     *
   337+00.00      766811                                             1                                                       *
   338+00.00      789156                                             1                                                         *
   339+00.00      807738                                             1                                                          *
   340+00.00      820489                                             1                                                           *
   341+00.00      824852            1671435. YARD-QUARTERS           1                                                           *
   342+00.00      820375                                             1                                                           *
   343+00.00      809929                                             1                                                          *
   344+00.00      798010                                             1                                                         *
   345+00.00      787105                                             1                                                        *
   346+00.00      776938                                             1                                                        *
   347+00.00      767071                                             1                                                       *
   348+00.00      757826                                             1                                                      *
   349+00.00      748060                                             1                                                      *
   350+00.00      736733                                             1                                                     *
   351+00.00      724087                                             1                                                    *
   352+00.00      710410                                             1                                                   *
   353+00.00      696820                                             1                                                  *
   354+00.00      684174                                             1                                                 *
   355+00.00      671351                                             1                                                *

   355+00.01           0                                             + Figure 7-1 - Printer Haul Plot
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Figure 7-2 - Digital Haul Plot
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CONSTRUCTION STAKING

A construction staking report may be requested for any roadway which has been designed. 
The designer may specify the limits of the report and indicate that it is to be referenced to any of six
reference hubs.  The report will give point code, elevation, cut or fill from the hub, and distance
from the hub for each point associated with the roadway.  Hub data must have been entered.  Hub
data entered without elevations will be referenced to the terrain elevation at the hub location.

TOPSOIL PLACEMENT AND SEEDING

The designer may request computing of topsoil placement volumes and seeding areas for a
roadway as illustrated here.

The topsoil placement volumes computed are the amounts needed to cover the areas
disturbed by construction from a specified distance left and right of the roadway centerline to the
slope stake.  The topsoil depth and maximum slope ratio for placing topsoil are required input.  The
seeding areas are for all slopes from a specified distance left and right of the roadway centerline to
the slope stake.
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EARTHWORK COMPUTATION REQUESTS

Requests for volume and haul computations and reports may be combined with design
requests and completed at the same time.  They may also be made later in various combinations.  It
is possible to look at roadways separately, or in combinations, for staged construction.  Earthwork
requests include:

° Beginning and ending baseline stations
° Applicable roadways
° Free haul distance, if applicable
° Output options

• Construction staking
• Auxiliary listings

- Staking detail
- Toe-of-slope
- Design cross section
- Profile grade
- Widening

FINAL VOLUMES

Final earthwork volumes can also be computed and reported.  They represent the volume of
cut and fill between terrain (original ground) cross sections and final (as-built) cross sections. Final
cross sections are entered and stored by the same methods as those used for original cross sections. 
They are stored in a separate file.  The table below shows the data required for final quantities.

Data Function

Force Balance Stations Define the locations of balance stations

Volume Exceptions Define the limits of volume exceptions

Added Quantities Define the amount and locations of added cut or fill

Compaction Factors Define compaction factors

Final Volume & Haul Request Produce volume computations, haul calculations and
haul plot
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METHOD OF FINAL VOLUME COMPUTATION

The designer needs to have a basic understanding of how data is combined to obtain this
report.  For a final volume request, IGrds first computes the cut and fill end areas defined by the
original and final cross section for each station in the file within the limits of the request.

Any terrain station on the selected baseline which does not contain an original and final
cross section is skipped.  (These stations are not used.)  Volume calculations are made using the
distance along the terrain centerline (baseline) and the average end area method. Any volume
exceptions or added quantities in the stationing are taken into account in the volumes calculations.
A final earthwork quantities list is produced.  Note that the compaction factor is equal to one if
compaction factors are not entered.

If balance stations are entered, the final earthwork quantities list is produced twice.  The
first list contains the total cut, fill, and added quantities volumes between the balance points.  This
list contains a mass ordinate based on a compaction factor of one.  A compaction factor is then
computed between each set of balance points by dividing the accumulated cut by the accumulated
fill.  IGrds produces a final volumes parameter list.  The second volume computation is then
performed using the calculated compaction factors,  added quantities, and exceptions to compute
and tabulate a second list of volumes for each cross section station.  Requests for haul calculations
and plots can only be made when final volumes are requested.  The haul calculations are performed
using the mass ordinates from the second final earthwork quantity list.
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EARTHWORK COMPUTATION REPORTS

The earthwork computation processes make use of the design and original cross sections or
final and original cross sections to make numerous computations and to produce extensive reports,
including:

Compaction Factor Data Listing
Forced Balance Design Data Listing
Added Quantity Design Data Listing
Right-of-Way and Maximum Slope Intercept*
Earthwork Quantity Listing
Haul Quantity Report
Haul Diagram - Printer Plot
Construction Staking Report
Widening Report*
Toe of Slope Plot
Design Cross Section List*
Profile Grade List*
Auxiliary Slope Stake List
Topsoil Placement and Seeding Report
Surface Removal and Template Subcut Quantities by Material Type
Adjacent Roadway Segment Rollover Check

*Design results at each design station

PAVEMENT STRUCTURE QUANTITIES

This capability provides for the calculation of quantities of pavement structure materials
within IGrds using user-defined criteria.  In essence, the user defines the thickness and material
between ridgeline limits (with offsets) for each component of the pavement structure for a particular
design roadway over a station range, and requests pavement structure quantity calculations be
performed.  The quantities are reported by roadway, station and material with summaries in a
fashion similar to the current earthwork quantities report.  The process is strictly non-graphical; no
pavement structure layers are displayable.  The specific capabilities are discussed in Appendix P.
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